an update on the hospital’s partner charity
Board of Governors – October 2020
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overview
• last presented to the board in January 2018

• our mission - to work with colleagues from across the trust, as well as key
partners and stakeholders, to help deliver outstanding patient-centred care,
providing benefits for patients and their families/ carers that are over and
above those that can be achieved through NHS funding
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some progress…….
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

building a presence across the hospital site
a new office in an accessible location
our own website – www.khc.org.uk
opt-in on OPD check-in screens
piloting contactless giving
two stewardship events
growing income –
– average for 3 years to March 17 = £361k
– average for 3 years to March 20 = £1.128m (excludes £2m legacy)
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making a difference - some highlights
• providing nearly £1.5m to develop the Maxwell Thorne
Haematology Day Unit
• completion of the elderly care ward refurbishment
programme - £650k raised to fund the ‘added value’
elements
• approx. £680k committed in the last 27 months to
purchase key medical equipment
• funding committed in December 2019 for a third PhD
studentship, in partnership with Kingston University
• £360k raised during the height of the pandemic to
support staff health & wellbeing
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challenges
• £1m to be raised to support the fit-out of the Royal
Eye Unit extension at ground floor level & creation of
a paediatric day care oncology unit at first floor
• need to build awareness of the charity & our impact
across our community, growing our supporter base
• encourage more grateful patients to support us & in
particular to remember the charity when making/
updating their will
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it’s a team effort ….
• developing our networks to unlock more of the goodwill from among
the great & the good across our community
• be an advocate for KHC - think about your links to local schools,
companies, golf clubs etc & encourage them to support their local
hospital
• undertake your own fundraising, consider setting up a regular gift or
remember KHC when you make/ update your will
• be a case study to encourage others
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contact details
• e: r.aldous@nhs.net/ M: 07901 103687
• KHC office – at front of hospital
• website - www.khc.org.uk
• follow us on social media
@KHFTCharity
Kingston Hospital Charity
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thank you

• questions?
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